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I. INTRODUCTION
w xIn two previous papers 6, 7 Warga and Zhu have dealt with problems
of the optimal control theory involving controls with shifts. These results
applied, in particular, to problems defined by functional-integral equations
 .and, in particular, ordinary differential equations whose integrands are
functions of
M u , d t s u t , u t y d t , . . . , u t y d t ; t g T , .  .  .  .  . .  . .1 k
 .where T is a compact interval on the real line R, d s d , . . . , d ,1 k
w x  .u: a, b ª V is the original ordinary control function, V is a compact
 .metric space, and d : T ª R are measurable shifts such that h t s t yj j
 . w xd t g a, b ; t g T and there exists a partition of T into a null set andj
an at most countable collection of intervals I , I , . . . such that, for all j1 2
<and n , h is continuous and strictly monotonic and its inverse absolutelyIj n
continuous.
In those papers, in addition to the study of the dependence of the
controls on the shifts, we also established a basic theory of the shifted
control problems, including a proper relaxation of the controls, existence
theorems, and necessary conditions for minimum. This basic theory was
established by applying known results after it was proven that the set R of
 . kq1shifted original controls M u, d : T ª V is an ``abundant'' subset of its
1 kq1  ..closure R in the weak star topology of L T , C V *. This implied, in
kq1 .particular, that R is a compact and convex subset of the space S T , V
 kq1.of all relaxed controls s : T ª rpm V with the weak star topology of
1  kq1..  kq1.L T , C V *, where rpm V is the space of all Radon probability
kq1  kq1.measures on V with the weak star topology of C V *. By combin-
wing those results with a previous result of Rosenblueth and Vinter 3,
x w xProposition 7.1 , Warga and Zhu 7, 6 have obtained an abstract charac-
terization of R described below.
w x w x .PROPOSITION 6, Theorem 2 . Let R a, b , V be the set of the original
w xcontrol functions u: a, b ª V and
1 kq1D s w g L T , C V w t , M u , d t dt F 0 .  .  . . . H
T
w x;u g R a, b , V . . 5
Then
kq1R s s g S T , V dt w t , v s t dv F 0 ;w g D . .  .  .  .H H 5kq1T V
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The main object of the present paper is to find more concrete character-
izations of R since it is obvious that determining the set D for specific
problems is a very difficult and perhaps even a hopeless task. This we have
only succeeded to do in the special case of constant commensurable delays
d - ??? - d , where d s hi , h s 1rN, and i and N are positive1 k j j j
w x integers, and for T s 0, 1 . The assumption that all d are positive is usedj
only to simplify the arguments. If some d are negative and a s min dj j j
X  .then we can replace d by d s d y a and the original controls t ª u tj j j
 .  .by the controls t ª ¨ t s u t y a . We may also assume, without loss of
w x .generality, that h s 1rN and T s 0, 1 . In Theorem 1 we prove that
 xs g R if and only if, for almost all t g 0, h , the probability measures
s t , s t q h , s t q 2h , . . . , s t q N y 1 h .  .  .  . .
 .are all marginals projections of a common probability measure. A known
w xtheorem of Kellerer 1, Proposition 3.13 provides a characterization of
such marginals.
w xThe results of 7, 6 apply to all problems for which the space of relaxed
controls with its weak star topology is an appropriate setting. However, in
many problems of optimal control and, in particular, in those defined by
differential equations, the compactification of the original problem can
also be achieved by the convexification of the right hand side of the
equation a procedure that is not valid, for example, for controlled integral
.equations . In Theorem 2 we derive such a compactification for our
problem with commensurable delays, and the representation that we
obtain is much simpler and also more convenient to use in applying
necessary conditions for minimum. We consider the control problem
defined by the equation
x9 t s f t , x t , u t , u t y d , . . . , u t y d .  .  .  .  . .1 k
w xa.e. in 0, 1 , x 0 s 0. .
w x  w x.In 5 and even earlier in 4 , this delayed control problem was converted
into a system of nN differential equations without any delays in the
w xcontrols, and Rosenblueth and Vinter 3 used the same representation in
their arguments. Here we carry this representation one step further to
derive a compactification for our problem with commensurable delays, and
the representation that we obtain is much simpler and also more conve-
nient to use in applying necessary conditions for minimum. In particular, it
 .leads to relaxed controls s such that the measure s t has a finite
support a.e. and there is no need to verify either the ``marginal'' conditions
or Kellerer's conditions of Theorem 1.
In Section 2 we state Theorems 1 and 2 and discuss first order necessary
conditions applicable to the compactification defined in Theorem 2. The
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proofs are provided in Section 3. They require the use of Proposition I
w xproven by Rosenblueth in 2 . We include a proof of that proposition,
w xdifferent from the one in 2 , for the sake of completeness.
2. CHARACTERIZATIONS OF PROPERLY RELAXED
DELAYED CONTROLS
Let i , i , . . . , i be integers such that1 2 k
1
0 - i - i - ??? - i , 0 - h - , and d s hi .1 2 k j jik
w xIt can be shown, by an argument similar to that in 7, p. 549 , that we may
w xassume, without loss of generality, that T s 0, 1 and h s 1rN for some
positive integer N, and we shall assume henceforth that this is the case.
i w x .For i s 1, 2, . . . and G s V , we denote by R a, b , G the set of
w x  .Lebesgue measurable functions u: a, b ª G, by B G the collection of
 .Borel subsets of G, by rpm G the space of Radon probability measures on
 . w x .G with the weak star topology of C G *, and by S a, b , G the set of
w x  .Lebesgue measurable functions s : a, b ª rpm G with the weak star
1w x  .. w x w x .topology of L a, b , C G *. As it is well known 5, IV.1.9 , S a, b , G
1w x  .. w x .can be embedded in L a, b , C G *, and we embed R a, b , G in
w x .S a, b , G by identifying an element g of G with the Dirac measure dg
at g .
DEFINITION OF C. We represent by C the collection of all s g
w x kq1. w xS 0, 1 , V such that, for a.a. t g 0, h , the probability measures
s t , s t q h , s t q 2h , . . . , s t q N y 1 h .  .  .  . .
are marginals of a common probability measure
Ny1
sv t on V , where V s V ; j .  j j
jsyik
and, specifically, such that
s t q ih s p v s t ; i s 0, 1, 2, . . . , N y 1. .  .i , iyi , . . . , iyi1 k
 4Here the projection p is defined as follows: if S s s , . . . , s then1 m
p v s t s p v s t .  .S s , . . . , s1 m
is the probability measure k on V [  V such thatS jg S j
k E s v s t E = F ;E g B V , where F s V . .  .  .  . S j
jfS
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 .THEOREM 1. i R s C ;
kq1 . w x .ii Let s g S 0, 1 , V . Then s g R if and only if , for a.a.
w xt g 0, h , we ha¨e
Ny1
f v s t q ph dv G 0 2.1 .  .  .  . H p
ps0
whene¨er f : Vkq1 ª R are bounded upper semicontinuous functions suchp
that
Ny1
f x , x , . . . , x G 0 2.2 .  . p p pyi pyi1 k
ps0
 . i kqNfor all x s x , x , . . . , x , . . . , x g V .yi yi q1 0 Ny1k k
We next consider a method of compactification through the ``convexifi-
cation of the right hand sides'' that must be restricted to problems defined
by ordinary differential equations with delayed controls. As in Theorem 1,
we assume that the delays d are all of the form d s hi , where thej j j
positive integers i may be arbitrary. We consider the equationj
x9 t s f t , x t , u t , u t y d , . . . , u t y d .  .  .  .  . .1 k
w xa.e. in 0, 1 , x 0 s 0 2.3 .  .
with fairly arbitrary endpoint and unilateral conditions and assume that
w x n kq1 n  .f : 0, 1 = R = V ª R is such that f ?, x, u , u , . . . , u is Lebesgue0 1 k
 .  .measurable, f t, . . . continuous and f t, ? , u , . . . , u admits an inte-0 k
 .  .grable function t ª c t independent of u , . . . , u as a bound and af 0 k
 .Lipschitz constant. Then Eq. 2.3 admits a unique absolutely continuous
 .  .  .solution x u for each choice of u ? g R V . Furthermore, it follows from
 kq1.our assumptions that, for each choice of s g S V , the differential
equation
w xx9 t s f t , x t , v s t dv a.e. in 0, 1 , x 0 s 0 2.4 .  .  .  .  .  . .H
 .also admits a unique absolutely continuous solution x s . We denote by X
   .. w x .4the set x M u, d N u g R yd , 1 , V and observe that X is bounded ink
 n.C R .
 kq1.THEOREM 2. Let P denote the set of all s g S V of the form
nN
j w xj j js t s b t d a.e. in 0, 1 , .  . u  t . , u  tyd . . . . , u  tyd ..1 k
js0
w x . jwhere u g R yd , 1 , V and the functions b are measurable, ha¨e periodk
h, are nonnegati¨ e, and add up to 1.
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 .Then X s x P , where X is the closure of X in the sup norm.
Remark 1. It will be shown in Section 3 that P ; R and that this
relation no longer holds if we drop the condition that the functions b j
have period h.
Remark 2. Necessary Conditions for Optimality. First order necessary
conditions including a generalization of the Pontryagin maximum princi-
.  .ple for problems defined by Eq. 2.4 with s chosen out of P can be
w xrather simply derived by utilizing the results of 7 . Indeed, in that case, we
 .  .are looking for the optimal solution of Eq. 2.4 which we know exists
and, with the functions b j chosen in an optimal fashion, this equation can
be written in the form
nN
j j j jx9 t s b t f t , x t , u t , u t y d , . . . , u t y d .  .  .  .  .  . . 1 k
js0
w xa.e. in 0, 1 , x 0 s 0. .
Our optimal choice of s g P requires then an optimal choice of the
original controls u j, that is, an optimal original solution of this equation.
w xThe results of 7 guarantee that this original solution satisfies the usual
necessary conditions but with the maximum principle expressed in its
integral form. If we consider, for the sake of simplicity, a problem with
data that are C1 with respect to the state variables and denote by c the
corresponding dual function, then the maximum principle will yield that
the optimal control s g P satisfies the inequality
1 T
c t f t , x t , s t dt .  .  . .H
0
nN
1 T j j jF c t b t f t , x t , u t , . . . , u t y d dt .  .  .  .  . .H k
0 js0
j .  .for all choices of u ? g R V . This implies that, if t is the point inj
w  . .  .jh, j q 1 h that differs from t by a multiple of h, then s t has its
 .support on the set G t of all
¨ , ¨ , . . . , ¨ g Vkq1 .j jyi jyi1 k
 .  . Nextracted from the set D t of all ¨ , ¨ , . . . , ¨ g V that minimize0 1 Ny1
N
T
c t f t , x t , ¨ , ¨ , . . . , ¨ . .  . . i i i i iyi iyi1 k
is0
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This last statement can be viewed as a generalization of the maximum
principle.
3. PROOFS
w xIt is well known 5, Theorem I.3.11 that if G is a compact metric space,
 . 1w x  ..then there exist ``weak'' norms on C G * respectively L 0, 1 , C G * such
 .that the restriction of the weak star topology to rpm G respectively
w x .S 0, 1 , G coincides with the corresponding weak norm topology. We shall
< < < <denote these weak norms by ? respectively ? whenever it is clearrpm w
 kq1.from the context what is the space G which will usually be V or V .
w xThe following theorem was established by Rosenblueth and Vinter 3
for problems defined by ordinary differential equations with delayed
w xcontrols. It was later proven in the general case by Rosenblueth 2 . We
provide below a more explicit and somewhat simpler proof.
PROPOSITION I. Let d s jh for j s 1, . . . , k and S 9 be the collection ofj
 kq1.all s g S V such that
k w xs t V = E s s t y h E = V ;E g B V a.e. in h , 1 . .  .  .  .  .
Then R s S 9.
Proof. The definition of S 9 is equivalent to saying that
1
dt w t , r , . . . , r s t dr .  .  .H H 1 k
h
1 1 kw xs dt w t , r , . . . , r s t y h dr ;w g L 0, 1 , C V , .  .  .  . .H H 0 ky1
h
 .where r s r , . . . , r . We shall prove that R s S 9.0 k
Before proceeding, we observe that the above statement is true in the
special case when V is a singlet. We shall therefore assume henceforth
that V contains at least two elements.
Step 1. Let e ) 0. Because V is metric and compact, we can cover it
by a finite collection of open sets of diameter at most e , out of which we
generate a collection A , . . . , A of nonempty subsets of V of diameter at1 p
 . most e which form a partition of V and are each in B V and are, in
kq1 p.fact, differences of open sets . Then V s D A = ??? = A .p , . . . , p s1 p p0 k 0 k
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In each A we pick some point ¨ and set, for any s g S 9,p p
p
n t s n t s s t A = ??? = A d , .  .  .  .s p p ¨ , . . . , ¨ .0 k p p0 k
p , . . . , p s10 k
 4N s n N s g S 9 .s
Because V is not a singlet, we may assume that p G 2.
 . .  kq1.It is easy to see that t ª s t E is measurable for every E g B V .
 w x.First we prove it for closed E as in 5, IV.2.5, p. 275 and then consider
 . .the collection A of sets E for which t ª s t E is measurable. We show
 kq1.that A is a s-field and therefore B V ; A. It follows that n is as
measurable for each s g S 9.
Step 2. We next show that N ; S 9. Let n s n g N and w gs
1w x  k ..L 0, 1 , C V . Then
w t , r , . . . , r n t dr .  .  .H 1 k
p
s s t A = ??? = A w t , ¨ , . . . , ¨ .  .  . p p p p0 k 1 k
p , . . . , p s10 k
p
s s t V = A = ??? = A w t , ¨ , . . . , ¨ , .  .  . p p p p1 k 1 k
p , . . . , p s11 k
w t , r , . . . , r n t y h dr .  .  .H 0 ky1
p
s s t y h A = ??? = A w t , ¨ , . . . , ¨ .  .  . p p p p0 k 0 ky1
p , . . . , p s10 k
p
s s t y h A = ??? = A = V w t , ¨ , . . . , ¨ .  .  . p p p p0 ky1 0 ky1
p , . . . , p s10 ky1
p
s s t V = A = ??? = A w t , ¨ , . . . , ¨ .  .  . p p p p1 k 1 k
p , . . . , p s11 k
s w t , r , . . . , r n t dr . .  .  .H 1 k
Step 3. Our next goal is to show that every element of N can be
approximated by convex combinations of elements of R.
Step 3a. Let h ) 0 and s g S 9. Let, furthermore, F be a closed
w x  .subset of 0, 1 of positive Lebesgue measure m F and such that t y
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 .  . w xnrm h g F ;n, m s 1, 2, . . . if t g F and t y nrm h g 0, 1 . Because
of the assumed properties of F, the restriction s 9 of s to F satisfies the
relation
s 9 t V = E s s 9 t y h E = V .  .  .  .
w x  k .  . .for all t g F l h, 1 and E g B V . Since the function t ª s t E is
measurable for each choice of E, there exists a closed set F ; F ofh
 .measure at least meas F y h such that the functions
n
t ª s 9 t y h A = ??? = A .p p / 0 km
for n s 0, 1, . . . , m s 1, 2 ??? and p , . . . p s 1, . . . , p are continuous,0 k
and therefore uniformly continuous, when restricted to F . Moreover, weh
 .can choose F in such a way that t y nrm h g F if t g F and t yh h h
 . w xnrm h g 0, 1 . Thus there exists a ) 0 such that the function
t ª s t A = ??? = A .  .p p0 k
Nqkq2 w xvaries by at most 1rp over t y a , t l F for any t g F , and weh h
 4may assume that a s hrM for some M g 1, 2, . . . .
 xNow let a g 0, 1 , n g N, and n s an . We set t s max F and t ss s h k
 4  . kq1. kt y ka for k g 0, 1, . . . , M y 1 . Since s t V s 1, there exist pk i
kq1 . .k kfor i s 0, 1, . . . , k such that s t A = ??? = A G 1rp and there-k p p0 k
fore
s t y h A k = ??? = A k = V .  .p p1 k
s s t V = A k = ??? = A k G s t A k = ??? = A k .  . .  .p p p p1 k 0 k
kq1 Nqkq2 kq2 w xG 1rp y 1rp G 1rp ; t g F l t y a , t .h k k
It follows that there exists p s pk such thatkq1 kq1
kq3 w xs t A = ??? = A G 1rp ; t g F l t y h y a , t y h . .  .p p h k k1 kq1
Continuing in this manner N y 1 times, we can determine indices
pk, . . . , pk such that, for n s 0, . . . , N y 1,0 Nqk
nqkq2
k ks t A = ??? = A G 1rp .  .p pn nqk
w x; t g F l t y nh y a , t y nh . 3.1 .h k k
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 .We now set r t s d¨ , . . . , ¨ .k kp pn nqk
;n s 0, . . . , N y 1, k s 0, . . . , M y 1,
w xt g t y nh y a , t y nh l F ,k k h
Nqkq2 .  .  .  .and deduce from 3.1 that arp r t F n t for all t g F . We seth
b s max b N br t F n t ; t g F .  . 4h
Nqkq2 .  .  .and observe that b G arp and n t y br t is a nonnegative
measure for t g F .h
Step 3b. Let d ) 0. We shall apply the results of Step 3a to our
w xoriginal controls s and n s n with a s 1, F s 0, 1 , and h s dr2, sets
F 1 s F , a s b , r s r , n s a r , v s n y nh 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
and observe that
v t G 0, v t Vkq1 s 1 y a ; t g F 1. .  .  .1 1 1
 If 1 y a ) 0, we apply those results again with s replaced by 1r 1 y1
. . 1 2a s y n , F by F , a by 1 y a , h by dr2 , and n by v , setting1 1 1 1
F 2 s F 1 , a s b , r 2 s r , n s a r q a r ,h 2 2 1 1 2 2
2
v s v y n s n y a r .2 1 2 j j
js1
We then continue in this manner. Having found a , r , n , v , we stop ourl l l l
iteration if 1 y l a s 0 and otherwise apply Step 3a with s replacedjs1 j
  l .. . l l lby 1r 1 y  a s y n , F by F , a by 1 y  a , h by dr2 , and njs1 j l js1 j
by v , settingl
lq1
lq1 lF s F , a s b , r s r , n s a r ,h lq1 lq1 lq1 j j
js1
lq1
v s v y a r s n y a r .lq1 l lq1 lq1 j j
js1
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We observe that, because of our choice of b in Step 3a and since b G ca,
Nqkq2where c s 1rp , we have
l
kq1 lq1v t G 0, v t V s 1 y a ; t g F , .  .  . l l j
js1
l
a G c 1 y a .lq1 j /js1
Setting s s l a , this last relation yieldsl js1 j
s G 1 y c s q c ; l s 1, 2, . . . ; .lq1 l
 . lhence s G 1 y 1 y c . This implies that either s s 1 for some l orl l
lim s s 1.l l
` lNow let r be an arbitrary element of R and F s F F . Then0 ls1
` yj .m F G 1 y d  2 s 1 y d . We setjs1
1
w xn t s n t ; t g F , n t s r t ; t g 0, 1 _ F . .  .  .  .l l l 0sl
lBecause of our construction of the sets F , the set F satisfies the
conditions imposed on F in Step 1 and therefore n g N. Sincel
kq10 F n t , n t V s s ; t g F , m F G 1 y h .  .  .  .l
< <it follows that lim sup n y n F h. Since n is a convex combination ofwl l
elements of R and d can be chosen arbitrarily small, this completes the
proof of the assertion of Step 3.
Step 4. We can now prove our assertion that R s S 9. This statement
w xfollows directly from Steps 2 and 3 and 7, Theorem 2.5, p. 550 . Let
< <s g S 9. By Step 2, n g S 9 and it is easily seen that s y n convergesws s
to 0 with e . By Step 3b, n can be approximated by convex combinations ofs
w xelements of R. By 7, Theorem 2.5 , these convex combinations can be
approximated by elements of R. Q.E.D.
Proof of Theorem 1
LEMMA 1. Let G be a compact metric space and s , s , s , . . . g0 1 2
w x .S 0, 1 , G such that
w xlim s t y s t s 0 in measure on 0, 1 . .  .j 0 rpmj
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Then
lim s y s s 0.j 0 wj
w xProof. By 5, IV.2.4 it suffices to prove that, for every choice of
w x.  .f g C 0, 1 and c g C G ,
1
lim dt f t c g s y s t dg s 0. .  .  .  .  .H H j 0
j 0
By assumption, the inner integral above converges to 0 in measure as
< < < <j ª ` while remaining bounded from all t and j by 2 f c . Thus oursup sup
conclusion follows from Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem.
Q.E.D.
We next require a construction.
Construction. Let s g C and e ) 0. Since s is a Lebesgue measurable
 kq1.function with values in the separable metric space rpm V it follows, by
applying the diagonal process combined with Lusin's theorem, that there
w xexists a closed set F ; 0, 1 such that, for each m s 0, 1, 2, . . . ande
  . .n s 1, 2, . . . , the function t ª s t y mrn h restricted to F is uni-e
w x .formly continuous and meas 0, 1 _ F F e . This implies, in particular,e
that
m m
w xt g F and t y h g yi h , 1 « t y h g Fe k en n
for n , m s "1, "2, . . .
and that there exists an integer n such thate
1
< <s t y s t F e ;t , t g F , t y t - . 3.2 .  .  .rom e ne
w x . w xSince meas 0, 1 _ F F e , F contains some point t9 g 0, e . We now sete e
m m m q 1¡
s t9 q h if t g t9 q h , t9 q h l F , m s 0, 1, 2, . . .es  / /~ n n nn t s . e e ee ¢d , otherwise, r  t . , r  tyd . , . . . , r  tyd ..1 k
w x w .where r : yd , 1 ª V takes on the preassigned values on yd , 0 and isk k
w xotherwise an arbitrary Lebesgue measurable function on 0, 1 .
s  .It is clear that, by its construction, n g C. By 3.2 and Lemma 1, wee
have
slim s y n s 0. 3.3 .e w
eª`
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ne
s  s .We now define v as in the definition of C with s replaced by n . Lete
s ne
s w xl t q ih s p v t ; i s 0, 1, 2, . . . , N y 1, t g 0, h .  .e i , iy1, iy2, . . . , iyi k
s  . w xand observe that l t is defined for all t g 0, 1 ande
ls t q ih V = E s p v nes t V = E .  .  .  .e i , iy1, iy2, . . . , iyi k
s p v nes t E .  .iy1, iy2, . . . , iyi k
s ls t q i y 1 h E = V ;E g B V i k . .  .  . .e
3.4 .
LEMMA 2. C ; R.
Proof. To denote the dependence of R on the specific delays, we shall
write
u u w x¨ t s u t , ¨ t s u t y d ; j s 1, 2, . . . , k , t g 0, 1 , .  .  .  .0 j j
u w x kq1define ¨ : 0, 1 ª V by
u u u u w x¨ t s ¨ t , ¨ t , . . . , ¨ t ; t g 0, 1 , .  .  .  . .0 1 k
and set
u w xR 0, d , d , . . . , d s ¨ u g R yd , 1 , V 4 .  .1 2 k k
and
R 0, d , d , . . . , d s R 0, d , d , . . . , d . .  .1 2 k 1 2 k
Thus our aim is to prove that
C ; R 0, d , d , . . . , d . .1 2 k
s  . nes sBecause t ª n t is a step function, so are v and l , and thereforee e
wthe latter is Lebesgue measurable. In fact, the main purpose of the
Construction and the introduction of n s was to ensure the measurabilitye
ne
s s x  .of v and l . It follows, by 3.4 and Proposition I, thate
sl g R 0, h , 2h , . . . , i h . .e k
Since the projection
p : R 0, h , 2h , . . . , i h ª R 0, i h , i h , . . . , i h .  .0, yi , . . . , yi k 1 2 k1 k
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is continuous, this implies that
s sn s p l g R 0, i h , i h , . . . , i h .e 0, yi , . . . , yi e 1 2 k1 k
 .and, by 3.3 , that
s g R 0, i h , i h , . . . , i h . .1 2 k
 .Thus C ; R 0, i h, i h, . . . , i h . Q.E.D.1 2 k
Completion of the Proof of Theorem 1. It remains to show that R ; C.
Let s g R. It follows that there exists a sequence of original controls
w xr : yd , 1 ª V such that, settingj k
d s 0, i , i , . . . , i , M r , d t s d , .  . .1 2 k j  r  t . , r  tyd . , . . . , r  tyd ..j j 1 j k
we have
1 1
dt w t , r s t dr s lim r t , M r , d t dt .  .  .  . . .H H H j
j0 0
1 w x kq1; g L 0, 1 , V . .
Now let
Ny1 w x¨ t s r t q ih , v t s d a.e. in 0, h . .  .  . .j j j ¨  t .isyi jk
w x i kqN .Then v is a sequence in the compact metric space S 0, h , V andj
 .therefore admits a subsequence v converging to some v*. It followsj jg J
 4that, for all i s 0, 1, . . . , N y 1 and for d s i, i y i , . . . , i y i , we havei 1 k
h h
dt w t , r s t q ih dr s lim w t , p v t dt .  .  .  . .H H H d jijgJ0 0
h 1 kq1w xs dt w t , r p v* t dr ;w g L 0, h , V . .  .  .  .H H d i
0
w x  .This shows that, for almost all t g 0, h , the probability measures s t q ih
for i s 0, 1, 2, . . . , N y 1 are all marginals of the probability measure
 .v* t . Thus s g C , showing that R ; C and, in view of Lemma 2,
 .  .R s C. This proves part i of Theorem 1. Part ii now follows from
w xProposition 3.13 of H. G. Kellerer 1 which implies that s g C if and only
 .  .  .  .if relation 2.1 of ii follows from relation 2.2 of ii . Q.E.D.
 .Proof of Theorem 2. We consider Eq. 2.3 , that is,
x9 t s f t , x t , u t , u t y d , . . . , u t y d .  .  .  .  . .1 k
w xa.e. in 0, 1 , x 0 s 0. .
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Let
¨ t s u t q sh , x t s x t q sh ; t g 0, h , s s 0, 1, . . . , N y 1. .  .  .  . .s s
3.5 .
 .  .Then u ? , . . . , u ? can be treated as independent control functions0 Ny1
 .and Eq. 2.3 yields
xX t s f t q sh , x t , u t , . . . , u t .  .  .  . .s s s syi k
a.e. in 0, h , s s 0, 1, . . . , N y 1 3.6.  .
x h s x 0 ;s s 0, 1, . . . , N y 1. 3.7 .  .  .s sq1
 .  .  .  .Relations 3.6 and 3.7 yield the same solutions as 2.3 via relations 3.5 .
 .As it is well known, the closure of the set of solutions x u , . . . , u of0 n N
 .Eq. 3.6 is the set of solutions of the Gamkrelidze representation
nN
X j j jx t s a t f t q sh , x t , u t , . . . , u t a.e. in 0, h . .  .  .  .  . .  .s s s syi k
js0
 . jIf we now apply relations 3.5 , with u replaced by u , then this last
 .equation, together with 3.7 , is equivalent to
nN
j jx9 t q sh s a t f t q sh , x t q sh , u t q sh , . . . , .  .  .  .
js0
ju t q sh y i h a.e. in 0, h , s s 0, 1, . . . , N y 1. . ..k
We now set
j jt s t q sh , b t s a t y sh ;s s 0, 1, . . . , N y 1, t g 0, h .  . .
to obtain
nN
j j j w xx9 t s b t f t , x t , u t , . . . , u t y d a.e. in 0, 1 , .  .  .  .  . . k
js0
j .where, by its definition, each b ? has period h. This last equation can be
written in the form




j js t s b t d , b t q h s b t . .  .  .  . u  t . , . . . , u  tyd ..k
js0
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 .  .Since Eq. 3.8 provides a proper relaxation of Eq. 2.3 , its set of solutions
is X. We thus conclude that
X s x P s x s s g P . Q.E.D. 4 .  .
Proof of Remark 1. Let
nN
j w xj j js t s b t d a.e. in 0, 1 , .  . u  t . , u  tyd . . . . , u  tyd ..1 k
js0
w x . jwhere u g R yd , 1 , V and the functions b are measurable, havek
period h, are nonnegative, and add up to 1. Let
nN
j
j j j jl t s b t d .  . u  t . , u  tyh. , u  ty2 h. , . . . , u  tyi h..k
js0
w x a.e. in 0, 1 . Then it is easy to verify keeping in mind the periodicity of the
j.b that
i k w xl t V = E s l t y h E = V ;E g B V a.e. in h , 1 . .  .  .  .  .
 .It follows, by Proposition I, that l g R 0, h, 2h, . . . , i h whence wek
conclude, as in the proof of Theorem 1, that
s s p l g R 0, d , d , . . . , d . .0, i , i , . . . , i 1 2 k1 2 k
The following example shows that the relation P ; R does not neces-
sarily hold if the assumption on the periodicity of b j is removed.
EXAMPLE. Let
0 1 w xh s 1r2, u t s 0, u t s 1 ; t g yh , 1 .  .
1, t g 0, h.0b s  w x0, t g h , 1
1 0 w xb t s 1 y b t ; t g 0, 1 .  .
and
1 d ; t g 0, h.0, 0.j j js t s b t d u t , u t y h s .  .  .  . .  w xd ; t g h , 1 .1, 1.js0
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Then s g P for k s 1 and i s 1, but1
s t s d , s t y h s d ; t g h , 1 .  . .1, 1. 0 , 0.
so that s f R.
A similar conclusion follows if, for example,
0 w xb t [ t ; t g 0, 1 . .
In this case
s t s td q 1 y t d .  .0, 0. 1 , 1.
and
s t y h s h d y d q s t .  . .1, 1. 0 , 0.
w .for t g h, 1 . Q.E.D.
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